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FESTIVITIES
Patricia Proux
(right) enjoys
the food and
festivities
at
the Mardi Gras
party at La Maison Fran aise
last night.

French fry up sizzling Mardi Gras bash
STEFANIESIZKMORK
STAN WKI 11

K

Last night at the French House the French Club and Spanish
Club hosted the fifth annual Mardi
Gras celebration.
More than 100 attendees celebrated the European holiday with music,
food, crafts and games.
Nick Drake, junior history major.
is president of the French Club and
said the clubs want to raise student

awareness.
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News

MARDI GRAS (above) Freshman Lucas Rhoades (back) and Ian Martinez , a
graduate student, enjoy some of the food at La Maison Fran aise s Mardi Gras
celebration. The celebration lasted from 7 - 11 p.m. last night at La Maison
Fran aise and included authentic French food.
(right) The Mardi Gras festivities are seen through the French doors of La Maison Fran aise.

"We hold this event to celebrate
French and European culture, and we
also want to make everyone more
aware of holidays in other countries
and cultures." Drake said.
The evenl began at 7 p.m. and ran
until 11 p.m. Tickets were $3 if
bought before the event and $5 if
bought at the door.
Drake said that around I00 tickets
were sold before the event and thev were expecting in sell around
40 at the door. Every person who attended Mardi (ii.is received a
tree siring of beads.

Finances impact presidential campaigns

This is the second pan of a three-part scries about finances for piesjdential campaigns. Today's story will analyze how finances are affecting candidates' campaign strategies. Tomorrow's story will discuss proposal* for campaign finance reform.

SARA GRAZIANO
STAKF WRITI-.R

The amount of money raised by
the presidential candidates is determining the tactics they use in their
campaigns.
Republicans George W. Bush and
John McCain and Democrats Al
Gore and Bill Bradley are involved
in a heated contest for their parties'

presidential nominations. Their
fund-raising success is determining
how these campaigns can be run.
McCain's lower amount of funding means he must concentrate on
campaigning in one or two states at
a time, hut challenger Bush can run
concurrent campaigns in all 50
Males, according to University assistant professor of political science
Jeff Peake.

"Money dictates strategy." Peake
said. "That's why you hear Bush
talking about running a campaign in
all 50 states. Me has the money to
campaign in all the states at once,
whereas McCain doesn't."
Bush campaign spokesman Scott
McClellan said Bush's fundraisiltg
success did play a role in his campaign strategy.
"Our plan was always to build
support early by maximizing voter
contact in early primaries, and that's
what we're doing," McClellan said.
"It's important that we have the
resources to do this."
Although McCain was trailing
Bush in funding by about $20 million as of the last Federal Election
Commission filing January 31,
McCain had increased success with
fund raising after his early primary
wins. This increase in financing
means he can now adjust his strategy"McCain hung around until New
Hampshire, and when he won New
Hampshire, it brought in a lot of
money for him." Peake said. "Bush
had to spend a lot of money to try
and regain the momentum, which
worked when he won South Carolina. But McCain's wins in Michigan
and Arizona show that his [Bush's]
spending didn't cancel out McCain's
momentum."
Dennis Anderson. University
associate professor of political science, agreed about the importance of
funding in creating momentum.
"If you lose, and you don't have a

bankroll, you're out of business."
Anderson said. "They can't gel more
money, so they can't regain momentum. It unfortunately has the etlecl
of winnowing people out of the primaries."
Several candidates for the Republican presidential nomination have
ahead) dropped oul of the race, citing campaign funding problems.
On the democratic side, candidates Bradley and Gore are almost
even in the funding race
Mo Elleilhec. spokesman for the
Bradley campaign, said building
name recognition is an important
aspect of Bradley \ spending.
"Being able to raise more monej
has given Senator Bradley an opportunity to speak to more people,"
Hllcithec said. "Having this flexibility is very important."
Even though Bradley's fund-raising success has given him flexibility.
he has not won any of the early primaries. Universit) associate professor of political science Frank
McKenna said this can be attributed
to what he calls "retrospective voting."
"This goes back to Reagan's
question. 'Are you better off now
than you were four years ago'.'"'
McKenna said. "Gore is the incumbent, and people tend to identify him
with the faction in the party that
makes people feel comfortable."
Visiting University assistant professor Karl DeRouen said Bradley's

Drake was pleased with the turnout.
"We do not have (his event to make money. We do it to expose
the students to different cultures and holidays."
Drake admitted to being a little disappointed about the event
being a week before Mardi Gras.
"We would have like to have the
event on the actual holiday, but
because of spring break we decided
today would be the best day." he
said. "The Mardi Gras celebration is
still going great."
When planning the event Drake
said the clubs tried to copy the real
Mardi Gras as much as possible.
Activities during the night includcd: limbo, a raffle, a costume contest,
mask making, and face painting.
European foods were served like
gumbo, jambalaya. French bread and
red beans.
1'eople who attended the evenl
also got a chance to listen to live
music. A band composed of professors and graduate Students played live Spanish and French music
I Sec MARDI GRAS, page 6.

Ribeau utilizes technology at
State of University address
Link to Firelancls campus newfeature
JKFFHINiIKNUTI
MANAGING I;I>ITOR

President Sidney Ribeau focused
on the improvements and progress
of the University for the past five
years at the first State of the Universit) address of the millennium yesterday.
Aided by WBGU. the president
and Eileen Sullivan, executive assistant lo the president, put on a multimedia presentation showing how the
University has grown in the past five

years.
"Eileen did a lot of the work for
this project." Ribeau said. "She did
the narrative and made sure everything was perfect. We couldn't have
done u without her help."
The main point stressed throughoul the address was the implications
of Ihc core values, which were displaced throughout the room on banners.
Ribeau. along with the presentation, pointed out how the core values
have been a cornerstone for the
improvements in the University for
the past five years,
The presentation went through all
the improvements that the Universif) lias undergone, highlighting tech-

I See FINANCES, page 6.

nology updates and the creation of
specialized groups, and classes such
as the President's Leadership Academy and Springboard, that aid students in their education.
Ribeau also stressed the importance of the addition of the State of
the University address.
"These addresses open the communication between the faculty and
ihc students," Ribeau said. "I think
this is about the fifth address we've
had since I've been here and I think
they help out a lot when it comes to
relaying what we are doing."
Another new addition to the
address was the inclusion of the
Firelands campus via video connection. Students and faculty from Firelands could watch the president's
address from a room on the Sandusky campus.
Ribeau said that being able to
achieve this link is part of the
increase in technology the University is striving for.
Sullivan said these technology
updates in the address are important
because of the purpose that they
serve.
"A lot of work is put into each of
these presentations because they are
a big help in relaying our work to the
University," she said.

Dance Marathon committee gets ready with countdown
NICOLE VAI.F.K
STAFt-WRIHK

:

Yesterday, the core committee
prepared for Dance Marathon with
its 25 Day Countdown in Olscamp
Hall 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
. The countdown's main goal was
to publicize and create awareness
about Dance Marathon. It was also
a reminder that after spring break
there are just two weeks until the
event.
Students were encouraged to help
show their support by purchasing I
shirts, pins, raffle tickets and "miracle" quilt patches. Students also had
the opportunity to sign a banner lor
support and to write letters lo the
dancers.
"These letters are kind of a lift for

I
•

•*■

the dancers, once they have been on
their feet for 32 hours." said Erika
Daggett. senior public relations
chair.
Tickets were sold for general raffles al the actual event, and for the
opportunity to win free room and
board at the University next year.
Individuals or organizations
could purchase quilt squares for $3.
"Students can decorate them anyway Ihey want and turn them in by
March 17 by 5 p.m. at 450 Student
Services. The quilt will then be put
together and raffled off," said Erika
Smith, junior, member of the public
relations committee.
Overall participation this year has
been greater than in the past four
years. More than 57 organizations
and 19 Miracle Families are

involved.
"This year is better than last year
because last year there was some
controversy about the event," said
Daggett. "There seems to be a better public perception and less negativity."
Media coverage this year has also
expanded.
Local PBS station,
WBGU 27 and Channel 13 have
already committed to covering the
event. ESPN will also be airing
commercials.
This is the 5lh year anniversary
for Dance Marathon. It is the largest
philanthropy in Ohio and the 3rd
largest in the nation.
"Bowling Green is like a mentor
for other colleges because our program has been so successful."
Daggett said.

"It is all about the feeling you get. It is a
time when instead of thinking about
yourself, you focus on a bigger issue."
Kris Balasubramanian
senior marketing cbatr
There are many reasons to participate in Dance Marathon.
"It is all about the feeling you
get," said Kris Balasubramanian.
senior marketing chair. "It is a lime
when instead of thinking about
yourself, you focus on a bigger
issue."
There are many upcoming e\ enls
for Dance Marathon. March 16 there
will be an overall meeting in
Kobacker Hall at 9:13 p.m. A

spaghetti dinner will be held March
24 from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Countryside Room in McDonald. Tickets are
bursarable for $6.
l-.ai Campus Polly eyes' breadsticks Tuesday March 14 and 21 and
the profits will go toward Dance
Marathon.
On Thursdays Papa
John's will also donate lo Ihc kids.
Other events occurring after spring
break are a bowl-a-thon and a dance
inoraler social.

■ A 6-year-old student
was shot in a Michigan
grade school yesterday.
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SHOOTING

Irief

— (left) An

unidentified

mother

stands across from Buell

Radio Liberty reporter
freed, savs he was beaten
MOSCOW (AP) — Radio Liberty correspondent Andrei Babitsky
was freed from custody Tuesday, but
much of what happened to him since
being detained by Russian forces in
Chechnya in January remained a
mystery.
Babitsky only said he was kept in
the Chernokozovo detention camp
in Chechnya in the early days he was
held, and that Russian guards used
nightsticks to beat him.
The reporter said he could not
clear up details of what happened
between that point and his resurfacing in the Russian republic of
Dagestan last week
Babitsky's reporting from the
rebel side for the U.S.-funded radio
Liberty had angered Russian officials. After his detention, authorities
said he had been turned over to
rebels in exchange for captured
Russian soldiers.
The case was shrouded in mystery for weeks, with Babitsky"s
whereabouts unknown and Russian
officials making contradictory statements about the swap.

The Nation
In Brief
Consumer confidence slips
in February
NEW YORK (AP)—Consumer confidence slipped in
February from its record-setting
January mark, suggesting rising
interest rales and gas prices are
taking their toll.
Confidence remains high, at levels last seen during the boom of the
late 1960s. That suggests consumer
spending will continue to fuel U.S.
economic growth.
The Conference Board said Tuesday its Consumer Confidence Index
dipped to 141.8 in February from
144.7 in January, which was the
highest figure in the 33 years the statistic has been kept. The decline was
the first since October, but the reading remained above December's
141.7.
The results were lower than the
143 that Wall Street analysts had
expected, helping ease worries about
inflation. But economists still expect
the Federal Reserve to push interest
rates higher in March to keep the
economy from overheating

Elementary School Tuesday morning, waiting for
her child and other students to be released from
the school in Mount Morris Township near Flint,
Mich.
(below) Parents arrive at
Buell Elementary School
in

Mount

ship

Morris

Town-

Flint,

Mich,

near

after a first-grade girl was
shot by another student
in

a

classroom,

state

police reported. Authorities say a 6-year-old girl
has died after being shot
by a

classmate

at the

grade school.

First-grader accused of
fatal shooting of classmate
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MOUNT MORRIS TOWNSHIP.
Mich. — A 6-year-old boy shot a
schoolmate to death today in their
first-grade classroom, authorities
said. Police were investigating
reports that the two youngsters may
have had a playground scuffle the
previous day.
A single shot was fired inside a
classroom at Buell Elementary
School near Flint about 10 a.m..
Police Chief Eric King said.
It was not immediately clear if
the shooting was accidental or intentional, but Oencsec County Prosecutor Arthur A. Busch said authorities
were investigating reports that a
playground fight preceded the
shooting.
"It would appear from the investigation so far that there may have
been some sort of scuffle or quarrel
on the playground the day before the
shooting between this little boy and
this little girl." Busch said.
The 6-year-old girl died about
10:30 a.m.. hospital spokeswoman
Stephanie Motschenbacher said.
The boy. was in the custody of
the slate Family Independence
Agency, Busch said, adding that
regardless of what an investigation

reveals, it may be impossible to
bring charges against the boy
"There is a presumption in law
that a child...is not criminally
responsible and can't form an intent
to kill." he said. "Obviously, he has
done a very terrible thing today, but
legally, he can't be held criminally
responsible."
President Clinton, in Florida for a
Democratic National Committee
fund-raiser, decried the shooting and
challenged Americans to take gun
safety into consideration during this
ycai s presidential elections.
"How did that child get that gun'.'
Why could (he child lire the gun?"
Clinton said. "If we have the technology today to put in these child
safely locks, why don't we do it?"
Buell Elementary third-grader
Core) Sulton. 9. said he heard a
bang and thought a desk had fallen
[his morning.
Then, "the principal came over
the PA system and told teachers to
shut their doors and lock them.
"I was scared, my heart was
pounding." he said.
The teacher told students lo line
up and get their coats on. and then
"she told us what happened. A girl
got shol. and the teacher started crying."

Scholarships Based on Involvement
Now on Cable Channel 6

5:30 Live
Re-broadcast at
11:30 a 1:30am

^

Wood County's
only LIVE local
Television news
source

>

Applications for the SICSIC and Gerald Saddlemire
Scholarships are now available in the Office of .Student
Life, 405 Saddlemire Student Services Building. The
$1000 Saddlemire Scholarship is for a current
sophomore who is involved both on campus and with
community projects. The $500 SICSIC Scholarship is for
a rising junior or senior and is based on involvement in
co-curricular activities. Both scholarships require a
minimum 30 GPA. Applications are due by
5:00 p.m. on Monday, April 3. 2000.

COUPON

1

16" X LARGE
ONE ITEM PIZZA

$050

The BIG BG'er
Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold
Coupon

Free Delivery

i/31/oo

352-5166
203 N Main. I G

we-Re kooKin'

TOR

GOOD

a rew

mHTes.

Awesome Ausiie Ihttntd rtitiurant
treks energized individual) for big fun
and full lime employment.
The Outback Steakhouie In
Flndlay. Ohio

KITCHEN POSITIONS
Apply In person,
Mon-Fri 10-6 A Sit 10-3
930 Interstate Dr.
Across from Holiday Inn Express

UlMJ.Jte
jo frLfs. Jvwy fcertJT
Management Inc.

JOIN
THE
NEWLOVE
FAMILY!

Fall Openings
Management Inc.
Greenbeaver
Apt. 642 S. College
3 bdrm. townhouse; 2 car yaraue
An conditicWwasher & dryer
Starling al S1020/month
Call 353-5800

CAmmus

Large & Small Houses
all close to campus
Still Available. Houses
2i£3rdSt 6bdrrn Ind util & new carpet
211 E Reed Si up new caipel normaly for 5-G
211 E Reed St Dn. lor 3
326 Leroy Up or On. bah 1 bdrm. starts 350
307 1."2 E Reed St 3 bdrm lor 3 w.d in urnl garage.
starts in mayrTJO
Apts Avail on 9. 12 or IS pmt. lease
JJiJjIl E. Merry 2 bdrm apt low as 425 00 Mo
fcm 4 AC /1 semester leases avail.
also Rooms 205 Mo. mrj al util
Listing avail. 24 hrs
Office 316 E. Marry #3
or cell 353-0325

709 FIFTH STREET #1-12
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments

UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES
SPRING SEMESTER BREAK
OPERATING HOURS

Kreischer Sundial Food Court
McDonald Dining Center

Closed 2pm. Fri. March 3
Closed 2pm. Fri. March 3

Open 7:30am. Mon. March 13
OpenMon.Fn..March6-IO.
7am.-3pm.
Open Sal. March 11. ~m\ 1pm
Open Sun. March 12.7am.-7pm.
Open 4:30pm. Sun March 12
Open 4:30pm. Sun March 12

Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Galley

Closed 3pm. Fri. March!
Closed 2pm Fn. March 3
Closed I Ipm. Thurs. March 2
Closed 3am Thurs March 2
Closed 2pm. Fri. March 3
Closed 2pm. Fri. March 3
Closed 8 JOpm Thurs. March 2
Closed 7pm. Thurs. March 2

Open 7am. Mon. March 13
Open 7:30am. Mon March 13
Opens 4:30pm. Sun. March 12
Open 7pm. Sun. March 12
Open Noon. Sun. March 12
Open Noon. Sun March 12
Open 5pm. Mon. Marchl3
Open 5pm. Mon. MarchU

Commons Dining Cemer
Founders Keepers Food Court

GTDeli
Kreischer Shadows
Chily's Express
GT Express

Silver River Cafe
Towers West Restaurant

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

^™

7pm Thurs. March 2
3pm Fn Mar .1
Sal. March 4
Sun. March 5

• Two Full Baths

Management Inc.
Willow House
830 Fourth St.
REMODEI ED/Aii Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
I bdrm.
Starts at $400-Call 353-5800

• Dishwashers
• Private Parking
#1-4 S495.00 Per Month For A 12 Month Lease Plus Utilities
#5-12 S525.00 Per Month For A 12 Month Lease Plus Utilities
»1-1 $595.00 For A 9 Month Lease Plus Utilities
•5-12 $625.00 For A 9 Month Lease Plus Utilities

Management Inc.
Knlerprise House
114 N Enterprise

www.newloverealty.com

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN/
CAM ITS
I bdrm / Utilities included

Starts at $335-Call 353-5800
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

332 S. Main Si
(our only office)

352-5620

NEWIPV
Rentals

PAGE
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Of course, no matter what your

esteem

waver.

outcome of a relationship. Things

you've

never

happen. People can have a change

healthy

of

know

heart no mailer what age they
But

the

point

is.

experience

comes with age. And getting married so yum;' robs v.»u of experiences you would have had or could
have had. had you not gotten married.

Yeah, the

res!

of your

life

could be really happy with that per

'
',
"
-

One ill my close Friends from :
high school is setting married this
weekend. He'll be 21 in a few
weeks. She graduated in June I
wish ihem every happiness, but ..
I'm not so Mire the marriage is .i
good idea.
I just don't feel entirely comfortable that I can support a lifetime
commitment that involves people
so young. Hell, I'm 21 and I'm not
ready to get married (ice/. I'm noi
even sure I'm ready for a long lerm
relationship Maybe they're in a
different place than me, hut hear
me out.
It's like this. Were YOUNG.
Young. As in. for most ol us. not
very many close relationships
Vs
in. if these people and commitments are supposed to last tor the
re^I our lives, how can we he sure
that this person is "the one ! We
can'l he Miir

son. But it could also

IK'

not

exactly

knowing

what

miserable,
you

missed by committing to one pei
son so early in life.
Marrying young also limits your
dating experiences. Unless you got
around in junior high school, can
you honestly say you dated a variety of people it you meet the person
you dec ide to many in high school?
Granted, this is coming Irom someone who hasn't dated anyone -.en
ously
here

lot

ages, hut stay

more you can narrow
vou

with me

I In- more people you date, the
absolutel)

down what

cannot

stand

01

what you absolutely must have.

This

is

been

relationships,
that

being

bad.

If

exposed

to

you

don't

ignored

when

you're speaking and being coerced
into doing things isn't the best
thing.
I'm not saying that all relation
ships that start when you are young
are bad. But you really should
think about what you are getting
yourself into when you decide to
make a commitment.
I realize that after dating someone tor a long lime, you care about
them deeply You don't want to
hurl them. You worry about find
ing someone else that you can
relate to and be close to again. But
trust me. Breaking up now hints
I till limes less than getting married
and getting divorced.
I just want you to think about
what you're doing before you go
ott and get married at the tender
i 19 Oi 20. Or 21. Whatever
Hopefully, this person will last forevei with you But make sure you
check and exercise your options
before you commit your lite awa)

How cm you do that if you've
only dated one person ' < >i even two
or

three

people''

You're

brain-

washed into thinking that their way
is the only way that things should
be This is just ridiculous. Let's 5a)

3

sive. hut enough to make youi sell

age. you can never be sure of the

gel married.

'
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You get 'em, we get 'em. Forwards. Most of the time, we
just look at these annoying emails and hit the 'Delete' key.
But once in a while, there's a
forward that is quite humorous. We here at Page 3* will
strive to bring you forwards
that you can read, laugh at,
then perhaps forward yourself.

THINGS NOT TO SAY WHEN
PULLED OVER BY THE POLICE
12. When the officer says "Gee
son... your eyes look red. Been
drinking?" You probably shouldn't
respond with. "Gee officer... your
bps look glazed, have you been eating doughnuts?"
II. "1 was trying to keep up with
traffic. Yes, I know there are no other
cars around. That's how far ahead of
me they are "

Denise Domanski is a junior
know why you pulled
TCOM major. She swears she is 10. "Do you
1
not scared of commitment. If you me over. okay, just so one of us
know how lo </ailf. please email does."
her ai ddomans@bgnel.bgsu.edu

9. "Gee. officer! That's terrific. The
last officer only gave me a warning.
loo!"

the first person you date is emolionally abusive, not severely abu-

The

Mr Ts group
Male red deer
Scarlett s home
Tranquillity
Currencyexchange tee
ic At a distance
17 Number ot
students
ly FluK
AI weaver's Irame
21 Empty out
23 Voice Doxes
? / Wnter Norman
28 Way out
29 Angler's need
31
bear
32 Fastidiousness
35 Enraged
37 Bat wood
36 Bulb type
40 That sriio
43 Caulking
material
44 Scored Iwo
under par
46 Violinist Isaac
49 Deity
bi Anaerson ot
WKHHin
Cincmrati"
52 See
t>4 MOSt
impoverished
57 Craftsman
59 In-ott'Ce lime
60 Sparse
61 Set durations
bfc East ot the Urals
67 Adam's
y'a idson
bH Strange
69 ftlronteiy
/0 Chimney deposit
71 Hang in loose
(olds

8. "I pay your salary!"

Devil's

In 1881, Ambrose Bierce, working .is I ho editor of the
San Francisco-based Wasp, penned his first installment
of The Devil's Dictionary. Over a century later, Bierce's
definitions are the most widely quoted American wit.
Love, it A temporary insanity curable by marriage or by
.il ol the palienl Irom the influences ujjidci which he
incurred the disorder. This disease, like caries and many oilier
ailments, is prevalent only among civnfeed r.ices living under
artificial conditions; barbarous nations breathing pore air and
gating simple food enjoy immunity from its ravages II is
sometimes fatal, bul more frequently to the physician lhan to
itient
Marriage, n. The state or condition ol a community consisting of a master, a mistress and two slaves, making in all, two.
t

7. "You're not gonna check the
trunk, are you?"
(>. "I thought you had to be in relatively good physical condition to be
,i police officer."

<

ACROSS
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V 2000 T'ibunc Modi* Sorv<«a. nt
Altftghttr*

covenng
Clan emblem
Reckoned
Away tiom home
Spoke wiic'y
Bloodvessel
Smoked sal-non
Copper cust
Home o< song
Allies WWII
opponent
25 Far Irom broke
26 Wise man ol the
Bibc
30 Archaeological
site
33 Scottish
v.mertams
34 Flap gums
36 Victory s gn
39 Ear-like
proieclion
40 Blackthorn
41 Biddies
42 Revise lor print
43 Sequential
45 Flickei o' light
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24

DOWN
Gibbon e g
X
Corn unit
Altar boy
Cantaloupe, e g
Spillane s Mike
Span ot time
Tough o.iter

CROSS
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com
4b lierman COW
camp
47 Singer Brewer
48 Call tor
50 Abhor
53 Fvaiuates
55 Wiggly eaten

56 Hemoved
moisture
58 Bo«er Benvenuti

62
63
64
65

Bovine comment
Pension S
Cause to topple
Get it'

5. Are you Andy or Barney?"
4. "Ilev. you must've been doin'
about 125 mph to keep up with me.
Good job!"

3. "Aren't you the guy from the vil. tple?"

Ohio weather
Wednesday, March 1
AccuWeather" forecast lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures
MICH

1. "Sony, officer. I didn't realize my
radar detector wasn't plugged in."

/

Cleveland 56 /34

Toledo 56/30
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OPINION
Bitterness is key to good death
www.bgnews.com/opinion

This beautiful springtime weather makes me think of death if anything does.
Lately I have come across a lot of
articles in the paper about the sick
and dying, and it occurs to me: they
are not like the rest of us.
It's hard for me to put my finger
on it, but there"s just something different about them.
Take the article I read the other
day about a woman named Frieda
with terminal cancer. Her friends
declared that she was the sweetest,
most loving person they had ever
met.
"Why, she was just a big Care
Bear," her friend Gladys was quoted
as saying. "Frieda wouldn't hesitate
to give you the shirt off her back."
Then I read an article about Tom.
who was stricken with liver disease.
His co-worker. Dick, called him the
"nicest guy around these parts. Once
he dragged a whole litter of puppies
and twelve children out of a blazing
inferno at Christmastime, then he
bought them presents out of his own
pocket and donated several internal
organs on the spot that they didn't
even need."
Then Dick started sobbing and
cried out. "Why is this happening to
him?"
Sure, you're probably thinking,
only the good die young. But then
there's this article I read this morning about 92-year-old. Willard. who
recently died of heart failure.
His nurse said. "Willard was the
gentlest soul in the nursing home.
Once, when I forgot to puree his
steak, he just spent hours politely
gumming it into a pulpy mass so he
wouldn't hurt my feelings. Then he
said. 'I love you Nurse Jones." and
dropped right off to sleep."
One can't help but wonder exactly what planet these people are from.

Where are the stories about the
cowardly, bitter, hateful and selfpitying who come down with incurable illnesses and blame God and
man for their pain? I feel these people are a sadly underrcpresented
group, deserving far more media
coverage than they ever get.
Me — I'd commence complaining the exact moment I was diagnosed. 1 don't care if I'm 108; I plan
to be very bitter.
"What the hell's wrong with
me?" I'd wheeze impatiently.
"You say I'm old? Couldn't possibly live 'till noon tomorrow without disintegrating into a pile of ashes
and having to be swept up off the
floor?"
Pause.
"WHAT IN GOD'S NAME
HAVE I DONE TO DESERVE
SUCH A CRUEL TWIST OF
FATE!? CURSES. CURSES!"
I'll be the biggest pain-in-the-ass
in the nursing home, and I will keep
complaining till my dying breath.
It's not dying I would mind, it's simply the principle of the matter: the
wretched and whimpering deserve
profiles in the Sunday paper too,
maybe even their own Lifetime
mini-series:
"Farrah FawcCU stars as an unap-

pealing, vengeful divorcee who battles brain cancer with simpering
cowardice. Monday at 8/7 Central."
If they showed things like that on
Cable, by golly. I might spring for it.
To help matters along. I have
already decided that if I am ever
stricken with an incurable disease,
I'm going to ring the local paper
immediately. "I've just been given
six months to live," I'll say, "And
I'm a surly, anti-social spendthrift
who laughs at those commercials on
TV about starving children on other
continents. In my spare lime I duck
in alleyways and trip passersby with
my cane. I once poisoned my mailman for bringing my pension check
late..."
Naturally they'll rush right over
with the cameras. Here's what the
story would look like later:
Michelle Reiter, 108. died yesterday afternoon screaming obscenities
and spitting satanically at the nurses.
When asked who would receive the
bulk of her considerable fortune, she
said. "Greedy bastards! Nobody
gets a cent!" and demanded that all
$300 million be stuffed into her bra
and buried with her.
"We loathed her." a nurse said
liter she died. "In fact, we considered killing her ourselves if the old
witch hadn't finally choked out her
last foul breath."
Several other nursing home
employees have admitted to taking
part in a plot to smother Reiter in her
sleep. Sources say they were after
her money.
'That's a lie." a nurse's aid said.
"She just had a bad personality."
A nurse added that once, after
getting her sixteen children off to
school and having no time to root
through the garbage for her usual
breakfast. Reiter refused to let her

have a single bite of her spiced
prune puree.
"I remember she said. Move one
inch closer and these dentures are
going to have your bloodied ring
finger hanging from them, dearie.'"
the nurse said.
Rcitcr's ex-husband. 106. was the
only one who had anything good to
say about her.
"It was easy to slip a Valium in
her gin when she wasn't looking."
he remarked cheerfully.
"By golly, the old bat was out by
six and never the wiser!"
Reiter's last words as she left this
world were, "Poor me. poor me."
By setting this example. I hope
that other stingy, distasteful and generally obnoxious population of sick
and dying people will have their day
too. If this movement becomes as
popular as I hope it will, one day we
will have our own cable channel.
We'll pay Farrah Fawcett twice what
Lifetime pays her, including complimentary plastic surgery that will
give her face a permanent sneer. I
can hardly wait.
Eventually I hope to form this
into a new Special Interest Group
with a lot of influence in Washington, calling it "Coalition for Character-Deficient and Generally Rotten People Who Arc Victims of Terminal Illness."
We'll change the world.
Meanwhile, I'll be busy accumulating $300 million and taking up
gin.

PEOPLE
on the street
Question: In whal condition is the University?

Andrew Mirsali
Sophomore
Political Science
"It's decent, but
there is always
room for improvement."

Jeremy Link
Sophomore
Computer Art
"It would bo better if they got rid
of my roommate,
Howie."

Thomas Maxson
Sophomore
Finance
"Stable."

Michelle Reiter is a BG News
columnist tluit can 't wall to piss
someone off when her time comes,
because the wall is well worth it. She
can
he
contacted
at
reiterm @ bgnet. bgsu. edit

Kathy Meuti
Sophomore
Nursing
"I think that the
condition is fine."

Lacha Brutzer
Sophomore

IPC
"Fine condition,
but dining hall
services are overpriced."

No gain in being grumpy
I'm gay, not homosexual
When I recently saw your latest "People on the
Street" opinion piece dated 2/29/2000,1 just had to write
in.
Although I think that many in the gay community on
campus are glad for the recent stories and publicity, such
as a recent story on the absence of gay marriage rights.
I do think, however, that there is one major point that
The BG News could use some informing about.
Most members of the gay community prefer to be
called just that — GAY. and not the word "homosexual."
as your paper seems so insistent on using.
Of course, lesbians usually prefer to be called lesbians, bisexuals. bisexuals. and transgendcrcd. transgendercd. and there are always exceptions to what people
prefer to be called.
Sometimes we use the umbrella term "Queer" to
cover everybody, although this can also be problematic,
as many do not like the connotations this brings up —
bad memories from grade school recess maybe?
However. I think that the vast majority of the community (at least speaking for gay men) does not like to
be referred to as "homosexual." as this brings up immediately the thought that all we are about is sex — which
is not the case at all.
The reason I would prefer to be called "gay" and not
"homosexual"' is because my culture is one of many
facets, most of which I consider positive. I do not like to

be defined by a sex act or to only have people think of
people in my community associated with sex, as there is
MUCH more to us than that.
Another important reason to avoid this word is that it
is usually used either in medical or psychological discourses or by the religious right (or even Dr. Laura!) to
perpetuate the falsehood that we are sexually compulsive or depraved, neither of which talk about my people
or my community accurately.
As for the comment by Jaclyn Trusnik that gay men
should not be allowed to be boy scout leaders because
they "might have a bad influence on children," I suggest
that she become more informed before making such a
foolish judgment: studies show that straight men are
slightly more likely to abuse children than gay men. Perhaps she should ask herself if STRAIGHT men should
work with children?
I think that the truth is that sexual orientation should
not he considered a risk factor, and part of the solution
to this, at least in my mind, would be to de-emphasize
the sexual dimension of the issue which is more about
people and equal, human rights.
Steven Farrington.
Graduate student in French
voltalre229hotmail.com

BG News Corrections:
Feb. 29 The BG News incorrectly reporled that Nick Gresko was the author of an USG bill to create a
signaled crosswalk on Mercer Road lo connect campus to the ice arena sidewalk. The author of the bill is
Nick Froslear.

Find out who wins...
the BG NEWS

Sports scores
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Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
tran@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors In stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.

Spring's almost here again, as is
break. Same with graduation for
some people, a summer off for most
of us. and today came around for
everybody who's reading this.
Now, it doesn't matter that the
birds are chirping, or that we can see
the grass again, or even that it's
warm enough to finally get my car
started.
What matters is that there's a
world full of possibility, just waiting
to be picked clean and harvested,
there are days just waiting to be
seized, and most of you are probably
bent out of shape about something
or other.
That's right:

I'm willing to bet most of you are
just sitting there grumping about
something-or-other that's wrong
with your life.
Do yourself a favor and go enjoy
yourself.
Seriously, just between you and
me and whoever that might be trying
to read over your shoulder. I gotta
say there's more to it than just limping along and spinning your wheels
to no effect like a car stuck in first
gear. And I'm not one of those people who walks around with a permanent grin on my face and a kind
word for everything — about as fat
from it as it gets.
But there's more to everyday than
just getting through the day. Don't
believe me? Then drop this column,
right now — I said drop it — and get
up.
Go do something you've been
looking forward to doing. Something small. Call up somebody you
haven't spoken to in awhile, get
together maybe, hang out. Or go roll

"Sure, someone's
thinking to themself,
'Hey, Lawn Boy,
that's all well and
good, but I just feel
like I've been run
over by a truck
today.'"
around in the grass (extra points if
you can get some strangers to do it
with you) for no reason whatsoever,
save that you just fell like it. Or get
up right now. walk out of the boring
class you're reading this in and
leave, no good reason, just leave, go
outside, look up and see how much
brightness there really is up there.
Grab your life, put the clutch in,
and set the gearshift for the high
gear of your soul. Whatever this
means to you. do it today. It's not as
tough as it usually seems, if you're
willing to stick your hands in and gel
a firm grip on things. Really, go roll
on the grass, I dare you.
Sure, someone's thinking to
themself, "Hey. Lawn Boy. that's all
well and good, but I just feel like

I've been run over by a truck today.
My life's broken down, the lire on
my being blew up and my tire
wrench just stripped the heads off
the bolts."
Yeah, there's always something
that can be wrong, trust me. I know..
Maybe you've got thirty minutes to*
type up six pages of a paper. Maybeyour best friend's in the hospital. I
Maybe some girl named Reba's^
hunting you down, trying to kill you "
so she can tag your toe and make.
you into a meatloaf to sell down at {
the butcher shop There's always •
something going wrong, in other.
words
But look at things this way: it,could always be worse. It's a bit!
nihilistic, I know, at first. Say it to.;
yourself, not in the usual "at least) •
nobody's dropped a safe on my headyet" way. but in a "hey. might as,"
well go enjoy myself with today1'
way. I mean, your life isn't going to»
get up and enjoy itself without you!
helping out, now, is it? You have to*
gel up. stick your fingers into the»
mix. and knead it along a little.
'
There's always going to be some-'
thing floating around to complain*
about. But tell it all to go away. Go",
out. do something for yourself. Pur
a smile on your face, put one on.
someone else's face. Go follow*
your bliss. Life's there, waiting fop
you.
.
Matt Kuznicki is a BG Newscolumnist and isn l usually this opti~
mistic. so suck it up people while"
you get it. He can be contacted at
kuziiick @ bgnet.bgsu. edu
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David's House creates commemorative quilt
KIMBERLY DUPPS
STAFF WRIIFK

, David's House Compassion.
Inc.. Ihe only HIV/AIDS service
organization in northwest Ohio,
recently constructed a commemorative quilt to be displayed at us
Community Services Room, in
Toledo.
| The quilt was designed by Jeanne Dugan. a former BGSU student, and put together by Helen

E=2^

kissi

, According to Aly Sterling,
interim executive director of
David's House, the quilt took quite
a,' bit of time to put together.
' "It look them awhile." Sterling
said "It was | process that took six
months. First we had to figure out
how we wanted the quilt to look
and how we wanted to represent
our organization."
; lossi said that the quilt look
three weeks to put together, using
techniques such as stitching and
ironing on fabric appliques.
,' The quilt is three feet by six
feet, which is the size of a grave
site lossi felt that it was important
fhat Ihe quilt is this size to show
*hat the person that the quilt is
Commemorating is dead
i The quill that was constructed
for David's House docs not com-

HELPING HANDS - With offices in Toledo and Lima, David's
House provides housing, case management, emergency financial assistance, transportation, emergency food pantries and
respite care to people with HIV/AIDS.
memoratc a specific person, but
In Ihe front yard of David's
the organization in general
House there is a large tree. This
The organization, specifically tree was also incorporated in the
the house, is represented on the design of the quilt. The tree is one
quilt, lossi said that she found a of ihe most important aspects of
brick patterned gingham fabric to the quilt.
use as David's House.
"I think the most significant
The house on the quilt is held aspect of the quilt is the leaves and
by a set of hands. According to what (hey represent." Sterling said.
Sterling, the hands represent the "They symbolize people living
support that David's House clients with 11IV. So many people who are
have from volunteers and staff.
living with HIV are living full
Above the house on the quilt, lives and enjoying themselves and
there is the red ribbon symbol of lhal is what the green leaves repreAIDS incorporated into the sent "
David's House logo.
There arc also gold leaves on

the trees that show the cross-over
from HIV to AIDS, according to
lossi The gold leaves on the tree
are those who are living with
AIDS, but are still maintaining
normal lives The gold leaves that
arc falling off the tree represent
those who are losing the battle and
those on the ground represent
those who have died of AIDS.
The gold material used for the
leaves has been in every quilt that
lossi has made.
"We felt that it was very important to use the fabric for this quilt."
lossi said.
The fabric came from a bolt that
her son. who died of AIDS, once
had. The fabric was first used in
her son's quilt.
The quilt she made for her son.
like the others made for those who
have died of AIDS, arc made for a
very special reason.
"It is a way of remembering
him and educating the public."
lossi said. "It is a celebration of
life and your love for the person
who has died."
The quilt will be displayed with
other panels from the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
Sept. 9 during David's House's
SRO event. The quilt can be
viewed 830 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

Amtrak expansion gives
travelers more options
THF. ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOLEDO — Word that Amtrak
plans to expand routes and add rail
service between Toledo and Detroit
more than pleased travelers like
LaToya Haze I wood, who was waiting for a train at Amtrak's Toledo
siaiion on part of her trip home to
Virginia.
It was midmorning Monday and
she already had taken a bus from
Detroit. Next was a train to Pittsburgh, then a bus to Washington.
DC. where a friend was going to
drive her home.
"Flying is probably the best way
because it's the quickest." she said.
"But I'm scared of planes."
Amtrak eliminated rail service
between Toledo and Detroit in 1995
and currently puts passengers on a
bus for the route. Those trains could
return as early as May.
That sounds great to Beryl
Rosenberg. She and her three children were on the return part of a
round-trip from their home in Pittsburgh to Detroit.
Although their train was about
15 minutes late, it beat flying,
Rosenberg said.
"The airplanes don't give you
half-off for kids." she said. "So
with kids, it's definitely a better
option."
The railroad said Monday that it
will expand or improve service in

21 states, add 11 route segments
and increase train frequency on
three routes.
For Cleveland travelers, it will
mean boarding trains to New York
or Chicago at reasonable times
rather than waiting on the platforms
in pre-dawn hours.
The new Manhattan Limited's
seven-day-a-week schedule calls
for it to arrive in Cleveland from
New York shortly after noon and
arrive in Chicago at 6:37 p.m. In
the other direction, the train arrives
in Cleveland at 7:14 p.m.. allowing
passengers to sleep while traveling
eastward, arriving in New York at
9:21 the next morning.
The Manhattan Limited also will
make afternoon stops in Toledo - —
a city that grew with rail travel.
The city was home to the first
railroad west of Pennsylvania —
the Erie and Kalamazoo — that
began running between Toledo and
Adrian, Mich., in 1836. By the
early 1900s. Toledo was the third
busiest rail center in the nation.
Now just six trains a day come
through.
Amtrak projects that the
changes, when fully implemented,
will generate $229 million in new
annual revenue and cause a net gain
of $65 million in 2003
The railroad operates a 22.000mile system that serves more than
500 communities in 45 states.

Grant money helps regional schools teach character education
ANNK MOSS
•
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• Respect, responsibility, fairness.
Citizenship, caring and honesty are
among the several things that will he
emphasi/ed in local Schools wiih the
help of a grant from the Ohio Partners in Character Education (OPCE).
There are currently 15 schools
participating in the program as .i trial
period Now the Department of Education is ready to spread the program
lo 58 schools throughout Ohio with a
SI million grant.
The goals of the program are to
help schools create policies and
practices of character education, provide assistance wilh curriculum
-materials, and integrate charactei
education into the school's existing
curricula.

Among ihe schools gi\cn grant
money, Penta Count) Joinl Vocational School in Pcrrysburg received
$10,000 from the state Penta applied
for the granl through the State
Department of Education
"The money will be used for
teacher awareness of canny and the
other pillars of character to be put
back into the classroom," said Marlene Jones, supervisor of the depart
menl of consumer and family sciences for Penta.
Penta has ahead) held a series "t
seminars for teachers about motivaiion within the work force and helping students as part of their character
education program.
The seminars include speakers
lh.il talk about methods for teaching
respect, fairness, honest) .mil others.
These seminars encourage learning

through activities and discussion:
about the six pillars of character.
The key lo character education,
for Penta. will be to educate the
teachers first. This way. the teachers
will be well-equipped to carry on
their knowledge of how to teach
character in the classroom and how
to be better role models to students.
Penta circulates its grant money
to the 16 other local schools such '
is the elementary schools, but the
seminars they hold are open to any
teachers in the area Jones said that
a Bowling Green High School
health teacher attends the seminars.
Another school that received
grant money is the Alternative
Learning Center (ALC) in Toledo.
The ALC is a school that spceiii
calls- tends to the needs of seriousI) hehaviorally handicapped chil

Load Up On Success at
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SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Call Career Services
372-2356
FED EX GROUND OFFERS:

TO
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♦ Year-Round Positions
♦ Shifts To Choose From

♦ 3-5 Hrs.. 5 Days A Week

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
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♦

Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At S8.50-S9.00
S.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out
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No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you'll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager - a range of different disciplines. Most important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.
CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL AT 372-2176,
OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

BGSU

Call for more information!
800-582-3577
or apply online at
www.bgnews.com
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On-Campus
Interviews

*8
00
*9

help with educating children on
character outside of school. They
envision community service being a
big part of character education, and
hope that the local organizations will
participate with ALC.
The first kick-off session for the
OPCE was held yesterday for local
schools at the Hancock County Agriculture Service Center in Findlay.

Con^olulo^ons J°

<

Now Hiring for
Part-Time Positions

aspects of character, that are already
existent in the classrooms.
The ALC plans to have a speaker
come to the school to incorporate
ideals of character in the school
community. They also are planning
an in-service with teachers along
with community partners.
Slater hopes that by including
community partners this will also

AZ • Delta Zeta •£# AZ • Delta Zeta 'O. AZ • Delta Zeta • Q.'AZ

N

Fed Ex Ground

50

dren. Karen Slater. Social Worker
and Family Advocate for ALC.
Stresses that all children can benefit
from character education
ALC also reccised $10,000 to
educate staff members, parents and
students about character. Slater said
the money allows the school to
enhance ihe leaching of honesty,
integrity, responsibility and other

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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MARDI GRAS
Saturday is...

The Love Boutique is the

COUPLES
NIGHT

BACHELOR 6
BflCHELORETTE
Party Gift Headquarters!

Couples receive
10% off all purchases
in The Love Boutique.

Dancers from any club .
in the area receive
.

FINANCES

1 Tuesdays all Rentals
LA
are only $2.00'

Continued from page 1.

Visit us through our separate entrance!

THE LOVE BOUTIQUE
135 S Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079

Top 10 Reasons
Why Conklin Hall is Better Than an Apartment
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2
1.

You get an airconditioned room at the standard room rate.
LOCATION on campus
All new furniture that is loftable.
Location to the tennis, raquetball and basketball courts.
An elevator and other ADA accomodations.
Close proximity to the Library, the Rec and Chili's.
Large central kitchenette right in the building.
LOCATION on campus.
Shuttle stop outside your front door
Brand new CLEAN bathrooms!

Where Are You Going To Live Next Year?
Do You Need A Place To Live Next Year?
Come Live In The Newly Renovated

Conklin Hall
Standard pn-tampu? perks=
Cable TV in every room
Ethernet connection in every room
24 hour computer labs in the hall
24 hour desk operation
Coin operated laundry on site
Free on-campus calling

throughout the night.
The clubs also provided king
cake, which is an authentic New
Orleans food that is like a cinnamon
roll with yellow, green and purple
icing. Inside the cake there is a
ceramic baby and whoever gets the
piece with the baby in it will be king
for the night.

TWO DOLLAR
TUESDAYS!

25% OFF
our wide selection ol

Continued from page 1.

HOW DO YOU
SIGN UP TO
LIVE IN
CONKLIN
HALL???
Directions on how you
can sign up to live m
Conklin are soon to follow Keep your eyes
open and don't miss the
chance to be the first
group of students living
in the new and improved
Conklin Hall!

'jdlhoo r0QQro*'Xj

LOCflTIOn, PRICE 6 SELECTIOn
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
;
IUO
' Ui'Jiwms, l Bath, I urnished
School YearI Vi.00
One Year- IVvo Person Rate- $530.00
8Q.STHURSTI\' -Tv.
l Bath, Furnished.
School Year- I
'10.00
■10.00
517 E, REIIP -A1 rhurstii
m, l Bath Furnished or Unfurnished,
woPersonR
One Yeai IV
■ . "-0(1
451THURSTIN Across from Offenhauer.
Furnisl
■
I Full Bath.
School '■

521_L,M

difficulties are typical of those faced
by other candidates without widespread name recognition.
"If you have no name recognition
because you're not a national figure,
you have to build that name recognition," DeRoucn said. "Funding is a
very important pan of that."
Fund-raising is important in more
ways than building momentum.
according to McKenna.
"A rule of thumb is that the more
money you have, the greater the
chance of success, although there

Carrie Rhodes, secretary of the
French Club, took part in a lot of the
planning of the event.
"1 am really excited about the
entire celebration," she said. "I live
in the French House and it is good
for people to finally see what we are
all about."
Rhodes was happy with the
turnout for the evening and was
excited to see how things were
are exceptions." McKenna said. "It's
largely a matter of coming up with
the wherewithal to conduct a race.
Money is used to refresh people's
minds about the past, buy six figure
consultants, and conduct polling."
Although money is an important
element in any campaign, Peake said
it cannot be used to predict the winner of an election.
"There's only so much money
can do," Peake said. "You can't say
'Oh, that guy has a lot of money, so
he's going to win.' Sometimes it's
about ideas, not just money."

said. "I never have made a mask
before so I am enjoying decorating
my mask."
Scheetz was most looking forward to the live band and trying ouL.
some of the food.
"I think this is really neat how the
clubs are giving people a chance to
try out new things and are opening
our eyes to a different culture," she
said.

going to go.
"So far I am having a great time
and I can't wait for the rest of the
night." she said.
Lindsay Schectz, freshman education major, attended the Mardi
Gras celebration because she
received extra credit in her Spanish
class, but is glad she went
"I came here to get the extra credit, but I am having a great time," she

Parking Brief
For the duration of the Conklin
renovation project, the drive on
the north side of Conklin will
become "one-way" from the east
side of Conklin to the stop sign by
East Hall.
The goal of this temporary
change is to maintain the safety of

pedestrians in the area due to the
of the number of semi-trucks mak-"[
ing deliveries to this area.
The change will occur Monday,
March 13 and signs will be put in
place to notify the campus com-I
munity.

Leap Day arrives with computer glitches worldwide
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Lines grew at a
Washington-area airport and some
Ciller ID and paging devices displayed the wrong date as Leap Day
confused computers Tuesday.
Check-in congestion at Reagan
National Airport was blamed on a
curbside computer system used by
skycaps. Passengers had to use regular check-in stations until the skycap
system could properly recognize
Feb. 29.
John Koskinen, President Clinton's Y2K czar, described the airport
error and other scattered glitches
around the world as minor. He said
Leap Day was even quieter than
New Year's Day.
"At this juncture, as we expected,
we have received no reports of anymajor problems," he told reporters
in Washington. "This does not mean
that no one has had a computer problem, but in many cases they are

minor problems that can be fixed
immediately."
Some problems dealt with display. Some Caller ID and paging
devices, for instance, displayed
March I.
Michel Daley, a Bell Atlantic
spokesman, compared the Caller ID
glitch to the confusion brought by
daylight savings time. The display is
automatically corrected the first
lime callers receive a phone call.
More significant was what went
right. The North American Electric
Reliability Council declared all
power systems in the United Stales
and Canada "in green status." The
U.S. airline and banking industries
also had no problems.
"Even our oldest computer came
up with the 29th of February." said
Jim Van Dongen of New Hampshire's Office of Emergency Management.
The federal government will
monitor the transition until at least
Wednesday, when some computers

may treat March I as Feb. 30. The
government may also announce the
fate of the Y2K crisis center, which
cost $50 million for staff and equipment.
Other glitches were reported
Tuesday with inventory computers
at Offutt Air Force Base in Nebraska; a Coast Guard system that
archives electronic messages and a
data retrieval system at Schneider
National Trucking in Wisconsin.
"It is an irritation to the clerks.
the accountants, the bookkeeper,
internal support staff." said Tom
Kempen. senior member of technical services for Schneider. But "the
business is moving along just fine."
Overseas, a computer in the
Netherlands could not transmit
weather information to the media,
and merchants in New Zealand had
trouble verifying banking transactions.
The Jakarta Stock Exchange was
closed as a precaution, and the Singapore subwa) system rejected

some riders' cards Passport agency
computers in Greece and Bulgaria
issued passports with incorrect
dates.
At
Japan's Meteorological
Agency, weather monitoring stations
reported double-digit rainfall even
though no rain fell, and 1.200 automated teller machines at post offices
shut down.
Computers have had difficulties
in leap years before. Four years ago.
for instance. Arizona Lottery players
could not buy tickets because its
computer failed to understand Leap
Day.
This year is more troublesome
because it is an exception to ffn
exception. Normally, years that end
in "00" are not leap years
But many of the problems were
caught when Y2K experts tackled
the larger Y2K risk: the use of two
digits to represent a year, a glitch
that could have thrown off computers that run the power grid, air traffic systems and traffic lights.

Rain sops San Francisco a record 21 days
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — San Francisco set a soggy record Tuesday, the
21st day in February that rain has
fallen on the city. Of course, the
record will go into the books v, ith an
asterisk, because this February had
29 days.
The city's rainfall total is 23 percent above normal levels for this
time of year, thanks to a series of
storms that have drenched the California coast relentlessly throughout
February.
"They're just zinging along
straight across the Pacific," said
Shane Snyder. a meteorologist with
the National Weather Service.
The heavy rainfall combined

with a 29-day February broke the
record of 20 days of rain set in 1915
and 1998. The rainfall total was 8.62
inches for the month as of 4 a.m.
Tuesday. That's well above the average of 3.36 inches for February, but
far below the record of 14.89 inches
in 1998.
"In December and January we
had a big | high pressure! ridge over
us. It wasn't allowing us to get any
of the storms we usually get. " Snyder said. That high pressure weather
system subsided in early February
and resulted in torrents of rain for
the San Francisco Bay area.
In Southern California, where
rainfall also has been steady, some
business owners lamented the show-

"It's a seasonal business for us,
and February is usually our worst
month anyway in terms of revenue.
We've been closed about 13 or 14
days out of 29 so far this month
because of rain." said Bobby Bae,
manager of Circle Marina Hand Car
Wash in Long Beach,
Roofing businesses, however,
have experienced a mild boost since
last week's strong storms stripped
roofs of buildings in the Los Angeles area.
"Right now our business has
about tripled as far as phone calls
and giving out estimates. But actual
revenue has about doubled than in
other, drier months." said Jay Yu. an
accountant for A&B Roofing Company in Los Angeles.

In Monterey County, south pf
San Francisco, emergency officials
were keeping an eye on the erosion
of state Highway I in Big Sur.
Heavy rains and mudslides washed
away 200 yards of that highway on
Feb 16
"The road is cut out of the hills.
Just because we've put a road in
doesn't mean the road will stay,"
said John Sherwin of the Monterpy
County Office of Emergency Services.
The storms reached inland arid
helped boost the mountain snowpack to normal levels, according'to
the state Department of Water
Resources. The snowpack measurements suggest California will have
its sixth-straight year of normal or
above normal precipitation.

One V
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Omicron Delta Kappa
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• Top 35% of your class
• Have two of the following areas:
1) scholarship
2) athletics
3) campus community service
4) journalism & mass media
5) creative & performing arts
Omicron Delta Kappa is the largest national leadership honorary that
offers both scholarships and leadership positions to their applicants.
Applications can be obtained in room 219 University Hall and are due back
March 20 at the same location. We look forward to speaking with you.

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
•'Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

LEASING FOR FALL 2000:
• E. Merry Avenue Apartments

HOUSES FOR RENT
IPS S. COLLEGE - Two bedroom upwalrc unit Limit 2 people.
$460.00 per month plus all utUHias Deposit 5450.
Available May 20.2000.
1501/2 MANvltlE -Qua bedroom upstairs unit. Umit2 people.
$400.00 per month plus all i, lilies. Deposit $400.00.
Available May 20,2000.
714 EIGHTH-Duplex. Two 2 bedroom unte Unit 2 people per unit
$600.00 per month plus utfttios Depoii S600.00.
Available Augusl 24, 2000.
^ —'
Cv

24 Hour Towing

National Leadership Honor Society
would like to invite juniors and seniors with the
following criteria to join our circle:

• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee avenue Apartments
.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell

GREENBRIAR, INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

All Units Include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dishwasher, garbage dispoal 3&4 person rate
$675/month + electricity (4 person rate)
$625/month + electricity (3 person rate)
For A Limited Time $300 Deposit!

I
!
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Men's Basketball

Ooodst«»»»

Falcons have work ahead of them
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT

BG coach Dan Dakich couldn't
be more happy with his 22-6 overall
and 14-4 conference records and
with the season long success of his
squad.

The plain and
simple joy of
going bowling
Every Monday since November
thai we have been in school, my
roommates and I have gone bowling.
The first time they asked me to
go with them.

I didn't

SPORTS EDITOR

want

to

because of my horrible bowling
past, bad memories due to numerous
gutter balls and laughter from my
peers at my bad form. But after the

Knowing the fact that Kent got
most of the press this season made
the Falcons win over Marshall,
which captured their first outright
Mid-American Conference championship since 1983. even more sweet
for Dakich.
"The thing about the MAC is that
people gravitate to the teams who
are favorites, they don't really look
at what is happening." he said.
"Kent certainly deserves that kind of
recognition for how they played but
in the end. 13 teams had a chance to

win 14 games and only one of them
did. us "

two tough load wins bumped them
once again into .i M team projection.

"To do what we did on our side of
the bracket is a pretty good accomplishment." he said.
Even though the Falcons had "Ihe
worst practice of the year" Monday.
Dakich sees the fight in the eyes ol
his players and hopes they will be
ready for Sunday.

One segment listed the Falcons
positives and negatives of their sea
son The positives included an KFI
in the 40's. 14 conference wins, a 73 mark in the last ten games and a
split against Kent. The negatives
were listed as .1 strength ot schedule
at around ISO, the loss to Northern
Iowa early in the season and the 46
point beating b> West Virginia.
Tourney talk

"I know if we aren't icady to pla)
on Sunday, we have a good shot ol
getting beat." he said. "Our players
need to know that by the end of the
week, hopefully they'll not only
know it. they understand it and gel
ready to go."
National Talk
The ESPN network finally gave
the Falcons some love. Last night,
BG was featured as Dick Vltale's
"Bubble team" and on the website,
the talk of the Blown and Orange's

BG will face the winner of the
Miami/Eastern Michigan game
which lakes place in Ypsilanti,
Michigan today.
The Falcons own a 2-0 advantage
over Miami and a 1-0 lead ovet
Eastern.
It we play Eastern, this will be a
team who was won three in B row h\
a lot," Dakich said
II,
. • • ., ' |

team."
"If we play Miami, this is a team
who would have won two tough
road games Either way, we will face
a
team
on
a
roll."
Player or the Year: »34?
After the Akron win in which foi
ward Anthony Stacey gave heart
attacks to everyone associated w'ith
BG, and his strong performance in
the Marshall win. Dakich gave his
opinion on who the I'l.iyci ol the
Ye.IT in the MAC should be.
"It he isn't player ol the year, we
are going to get a troph) made with
the logo ol the MAC on it and we're
gonna pm < 'onference Player of the
Yen foi 1999-2000 on it and we arc
going to present it to him al the ban
quci." Dakich said. "He is going to
know thai everyone who is impot
tain to him thinks, without question,
he is the best player in the M \i'

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/The BG News
STACEY—Falcon
forward
Anthony Stacey backs into an
Eastern Michigan defender.

first couple of times. I found myself
really enjoying it.

Men's Hockey

Varsity Lanes in Bowling Green
hosts the ultimate deal for college

CCHA tournament messy

students. For $5, you get shoes, free
pizza and pop and the chance to
bowl as many games as you can
from 9-11 p.m. With two people to a
lane, we average about six or seven;

DEREK Mc CORD

hul with three, we usually play four

Sn.i'is

or five games And we always say
we wish our classes went as fast as

WRIIIH

I used to think bowling was dumb
and I didn't look at it as fun. But
I look forward to Monday

State 01 lake Superior State
ihe Wolverines will play Bowi-

Michigan or Northern Michigan in

:cen in an home and home
while Northern Michigan will do the

lor the CCHA Tournament, but the

the lirsl lound. but Culhane is not
looking towaid next week, bul the

brackets are fat from being set going
into the last week ol the season

task al hand.
I do not think I have a prctcr

The Alaska-Fairbanks Nanooks
stole ihree points from the Maver-

The 1(1 teams have been decided

our two hours of athleticism.

now.

With those points still up in the
■in the Broncos could end up play in;'

same with Lake Superior State.

the

etice .it all." Culhane said. "I am not

icks al Alaska with a 2-2 tie on Fri-

night about as much as anything in

Nebraska Omaha Mavericks to the

concerned on who we are playing,

day and a Saturday 5-4 victory. The

my week. No matter how crappy my

conference, the CCHA extended its
tournament to hold 10 teams instead

bul the performance of my own
hockey club this weekend We have

one point weekend for the Maver-

week is or how high my level of
sircss is. it's all gone when I walk

of the previous eight. After the in si

,i task .11 hand and we are noi look-

tion where they are the only team

through the doors.

best of ihree round the remaining

ing ahead."
Michigan. Northern

other than the Nanooks that have

With

the

acquisition

of

teams are reseeded upon regular season records. Number lour and five

I have also found myself (bear
with me on this one) watching bowling on television. I am not sure why
I stopped channel surfing on ESPN2
one day. but it was cool to see how
over enthusiastic bowlers were.
They really were in to it. as this
writer is for other sports (an exam-

Michigan State, and Lake Superior

teams will have a play-in game to
determine who will be the four

State have clinched home ice advantage, which leaves one spot left to

learns lo compete in Detroit lor the

fight for,
Notre Dame now holds the home
ice spot with two games left to play.

title
The Ohio Slate Buckeyes were
eliminated from the playoffs after a

good some of these overweight and

Michigan.

but the Ferris Stale Bulldogs arc in

7-1 drubbing by Bowling Green at

striking distance to lake over

BGSU Ice Arena giving Western

icks put them in a precarious situa-

finished out their CCHA season.
The 12th place Nanooks will try and
salvage their season when ihey will
head to Anchorage to play AlaskaAnchrorage for the Alaskan Airlines
Govemoi 's Cup
Northern Players Win Honors
The Northern Michigan Wildcats
were the third team this season to

Michigan the final spot. Even if the

The bulldogs are two points
behind the Irish and will play a

kicked out of an intramural basket-

Buckeyes were lo sweep Miami and

home and home series against West-

ball game and suspended for the last

Western Michigan were lo lose two

ern Michigan, bul Ihe Irish control

game

straighl against Ferns Stale, the

their own destiny when they will

nelled

Bucks would lose in a head to head
tie breaker The Broncos defeated

play Michigan Stale this weekend
If Ihe Irish gel a win and a lie. they

game-winner,

the Buckeyes on Oct. IS (4-21 and
Id 15-1).

will clinch the last home ice posi-

would then add another assist on

tion If both teams end up in a tic
though, Ferris Stale will win with

a plus lour rating after the sweep of

ple being my famous story of getting

for swearing and trying

to

fight the rcOI have learned some things from
, watching some of the really good
rollers at Varsity Lanes and from the

have rwo players win CCHA weekly
awards
Freshman forward Chris Gobcrt
Iwo goals,

including

the

and an assist in Fri-

day's (>-1 defeat of Miami.

Gobcrl

Saturday lo finish the weekend with

guys I go with, Kevin and T.J. Guys

This is the liisi lime in two sea-

like me. who really don't throw the

sons thai Western Michigan has
made ihe post season tournament.
"We have not been in the post

the better head-to-head
between the two schools

season in two years and it is nice lo

tournament

make il in there, but we still need lo
sec where we will end up" Bronco

between Michigan and

Michigan. The Wolverines hold ihe

Miami sweep

head coach Jim Culhane said.

"We

top spot with 39 points which gives

shutout. Raguscll posted his fifth of
the season lo set a new school sea-

ball with spin, will never bowl consistently, which I don't. Kevin has a
wicked spinner he throws in which
if it hits just right, the pins go everywhere.
'

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/The BG News

T.J. on the other hand bowls with

re, or,I

The most complicated scenario in
seeding

is

the

niw

Northern

the Redilawk.
Wildcat goaltender Dan Ragusett
w.is awarded Ihe Defensive Player
of ihe Week foi the second lime this
season aftei making 4l> saves in ihe
In Saturday's 3-0

are in tenth place with 21 points and

them a three point lead on the Wild-

DESJARLAIS—Falcon forward Craig Desjarlais takes a shot

are two points behind Miami and

cats.

Simpsons"

against Ohio State last weekend. The Falcons, along with the

points, the tie breaker will go lo

. where Homer bowls a perfect game

other teams in the CHAA, are still waiting to hear who they play

Bowling Green with two games left
so who knows where we will end

record against the final third place

ihe seventh of his career Ragusett
also broke ihe school career shutout

I .mil

in the post season.

up"

team, which could be

record.

pure power. If you have ever seen
•The episode of "The
in his final

frame, the pins

Il both teams end up with 40

Michigan

son record

With the shutout being

explode from his power, this is what
it looks like when TJ.'s ball hits the

Tennis

Swimming

■ pins. I am the worst of the three, but
. I still have fun and some games, I
can really gel going. Other games, I
[ just plainly suck.
The atmosphere at Varsity

is

great, filled with howling fanatics
and guys reciting lines from "The
Big Lebowski." Bowling is a wonderful

way to release stress and

shoot the sh#t with your buddies
about anything and everything. It's
also the best $5 I spend all week.
I am not a fan of sports' such as
golf or hockey, but a while ago. I
i was also not a

fan of bowling.

'. Maybe in my openmindeness about
J bowling. I could grow to like watch■ ing a guy walk around with a stick
. and hit a little white ball (doubt it).
Bowling is a fun way to forget
; about life's little problems and enjoy
time with your friends. If you also
enjoy bowling, give Varsity Lanes a
■ try because I don't think you will be
! able to beat their deal in this town.
If life gets you down, follow the
words of John Goodman's character
in "The Big Lebowski." Walter
Sopcheck: "F*ck it dude, let's go
bowling."
Pete Stella is the assistant sports
editor far The News. He is proud of
the men s basketball team for their
grtal season and looks forward to
watching them at Guild Arena. He
will spend his Spring Break III l.n
Vegas in which he will turn 21.
'Email him your birthday wishes at
pstella 0* bgnet. bgsu. edu

•*,

BG set for three day event Tennis face tough
NICK HIIRM
SPORTS WRITKR

They knew the season would
wear them down. They sacrificed
getting up al 5:45 in the morning,
and groin pulls and sickness lhat left
them down and out. But il has been
all worth it for the Bowling Green
men's swim team.
No sickness or injury could stop
their eyes from lighting up when
they see the words. Mid-American
Conference Championship. It is
Iheir Super Bowl, World Cup and
World Series all wrapped up into
one. And it's at home.
Starting Thursday. Ihe Falcon
men's swimming and diving team
will slan the first day of three at the
MAC Championship being held at
Cooper Pool for the first lime since
1996
"There are a lot of eyes really
perked up." BG swim coach Randy
Julian said. "There has been an

upbeat, positive look When the men
come in the pool Wednesday, it's a
w hole different meaning to them."
The home environment is jusl
one more exciting plus for the Falcons. Extra stands arc being moved
in and the burnl orange and seal
brown banner has been hung up
along with the MAC banner. Cooper
Pool has been turned into a championship atmosphere.
"A lot.of things have been set
up." Julian said. "Our guys have
performed well at our pool. Those
things all add in a verj positive
way "
The environment has been set.
All that is left for ihe Falcons is to
race. Last year at the MAC Championship in Ypsilanti. BG finished seventh of eight teams. This year the
Falcons are aiming much higher.
"I really believe we are going to
do well." senior co-captain Mall
Johnsen said. "Records will fall. I
just want our team to do well."

For Johnsen. along wnh senioi
teammate Geoff. Reeves, ihe championship is Ihe last time Ihe Iwo will
compete for BG which adds a little
more fuel to ihe fire.
Even more fuel being added lo
Johnsen's fire is his last chance for
the 100 meter hreastroke. an event
he was MAC champion at his freshman year. Johnsen will have to beat
..in Eastern Michigan's Bryson Tan
who is the only swimmer in the
MAC lo have a faster lime than
Johnsen this year
"He's noi a target." Johnsen said
"He's just in the w.ty of everything."
Despite a sub-par record this season. BG has swam fast enough to
place al ihe top of many of the
swimming events A key lor the Falcons is ihe relays which give out the
most pouHs oul of all the evcnls

See SWIMMING, page 9.

MIKE
LEHMKUHLE/The
BGNews
FALCON— A Falcon
swimmer
competes in the
butterfly event in
a recent meet. BG
is
hosting
the
championships
for the first time
since 1996

squads this weekend
DOROTHY WRONA
SPORIS WklllR

The men's tennis team will get
back into action on Thursday al
Kalamazoo College.
Kalamazoo is one of the lop
ranked teams in Division III. BGSU
has played ihem in the past, winning
at home 6-1 last season, and losing
5-2 ai Kalamazoo m I998.
BG head coach Jay Harris
expects his team to be ready for this
match, especially after the I998

loss
"A couple of the guys were al lhat
match two years ago and they
remember thai." Harris said "The
bitterness is still on their minds and
they've put that into the minds of
some of ihe other guvs
Kalamazoo is a hard place to win
loi visiting teams, Hams said. However, he remains optimistic thai the
team will benefit from the challenge
"If we can gel through it. gel ,i
good win out of il and play well, it's
just going lo catapult us in to Ihe rest
,.t oul season," Harris said.
Friday, the Falcons will face the
DePaul Blue Demons, who are possibly Ihe besl learn on their schedule
The Blue Demons field a solid
team
There is some drop-off
between the number one and two
players, but ihe line-up still has ihe

mosi depth it has had in the past few

years
BGSU has always played close
matches against DePaul. In 1997.
the Falcons won 4-3 In 1998 and
again in 1999. the falcons lost to the
Blue Demons 3 4
"We're going to have lo play well
al every position and give ourselves
an opportunity to w in at every spot,"
Harris said
Before these maiches. Harris
expects make some changes at doubles Sophomore Ed Kurcsman will
possibly see some action in a doubles flight.
Despite their loss al Ferris Stale.
Hams plans lo keep Ihe learn of
Vuek Wild and Micael Lope/
Acevedo together
"They're gcxnl enough that they
can surprise a team and play aggressive." Harris said.
Hams said thai the doubles teams
need improvement and expects this
week's matches to he a test before
the MAC season.
"If we can lurn our doubles
around against some good teams,
that's just going to be a huge bonus
for our team." Hams said.
The Falcons will play at Kalamazoo College al 4 p.m. on Thursday
Inday, they will travel to Chicago to
face the DePaul Blue Demons al I
p.m.
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Rj ngen

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
Signed OL Waverl) lackson, K Danny Kight, OL Larry Moore. QB Pete Gonzalez,
yii Kelly Holcomb. QB Gus Ornstein, and QB Itr.id Free-

I'll \ Hall of KaniiT Wehcrs suspended
AKRON
I tie Pro Bowlers Association suspended
Pete Weber on Tuesday, banning the tour's second lea,I
in;! career money w inner foi ihc resl of the yeai
Weber, the 37-year-old son of howling great Dick
Weber, was suspended for "conduct unbecoming a professional" last fall during a PBA event al Bay lanes in
Bay City, Mich., the Akron based PDA sard in a ne'fts

man

release

FOOTBALL
ARIZONA CARDINALS
hjjhi ends coach.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
president.
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Don

Lawrence

Named Lynn Sides vice
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PHILADELPHIA I'llll I II-s
Agreed to terms with
kill' Randy Woll and kill' Wayne Gomes on one yeai

!

1 'otondo

Toronto at Bosion. 7pm

II \ AS RANGERS
Agreed lo terms with INF Frank
Catalanotto on a one yeai contract

MILWAUKEE BREWERS
Agreed to lerms with
Kill* Rocky Coppinger and (' Bobby Hughes >>n one-yeai
contracts
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Nil. lifts suspension on Orlando Brown
Orlando Brown won'l have to sit out any mure
games foi shoving a referee.
The Cleveland Browns announced Tuesday dial the
NIT. deeided that their right tackle had been punished
enough foi forcefull) pushing Jeff Triplette to the
ground in a game against lacksonville last Dee 19, As
.t result. Brown's suspension is beinj; hiied effective
Wednesday.
Thai means Brown seived a two-week suspension
and loss ol salary of more than S49.000.
Hiown was suspended on Dee 22 lor knocking
Triplette down aftei the official threw a penalty flag
iii.it accidentally struck Brown in the right eye
Brown, whose lather is blind from glaucoma, said
concern lor his eyesight caused him to Storm hack to
the field and shove Triplette. Brown was hospitalized
lor sis days wtih hleedine behind the eye.
Aftei his suspension, he got to plead his case over
the phone lo NTT commissioner Paul Tagliabue
Theft foot-7, 350-pound Brown sal out the final two
weeks ol the season
the Browns were off in Week 17
costing him the $49,000.
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Tuesday's Sports Transactions
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Sl
FRANCIS, PA
Named Bill Shortencarriei
women's gull coach Frank Spaid women's tennis coach

Webei was verbally abusive to people al (he lanes m
an alcohol reined incident during the pro-am portiotvof
■ he Bay City (lassie Webei was already on probation
.a the time lor unprofessional conduct.
Weber did not immediately return a call to the only
phone listing under his name in his hometown ot ,St .
Ann, Mo
I'll \ Inn commissionei Mark Gerberich issued the
suspension, which lasts until Dee II. Weber, vjlm
appealed the suspension last fall, will remain on projba
lion through Jan 30
j
Webei. a member ol the PBA Hall of Fame, jnas

>

Boxing

Bowe sentenced to 30 days for kidnapping his wife, children
Tut Asso lATi

D PRESS

RiJduk

tenced lo I is-to 24 months in federal
prison for the abductions on Fcb 25.
i"1" Bui U.S Districi Judge Gra
ham Mullen said Bowe's head

Bowe was handed a 30-dliy prison
sentence Tuesday i<>i kidnapping his
wife and five children and ordered
10 gel treatment lor brain injuries he
suffered in the ring.
Bowe. 32. could have been sen-

injuries persuaded him to IK- lenient
"Wilhoul this brain injury and
substantially tedmed capacity, this
matter would not have happened,"
Mullen said He also said testimony
by lannK members convinced him

CHARLOTTE. N.G — Formei
heavyweight

champion

Apartment Living
Not What You Expected?

Bowe never intended violence
Bowe had pleaded guilty in June
1998 lo a federal interstate domestic
violence charge as part of a plea hai
gain, lie initially faced federal kid
napping charges.
Besides the 30-day sentence,
Bowe must serve foui years' probation and six months' house arresl
aftei he is released from prison. He

(T©

( n )

Call after 6 pm for details on hassle free living

353-9164

Andy and Sarah Strand

1

IIMfrtHrT

forced her and the youngsters into a

Check Us Out!!
www.homecityice.com

Horn. Mulct

tMnrwOinjlDi

Great Job Opportunities !!
Htnng Sludonis Part Time NOW and Full- Time During fjurnrnet & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!

St. Thomas More - Newman Housing
Single Rooms - $1500 per semester
Share Room with Roommate - $850 per semester
Includes:
g s
• All Utilities
• Cable TV
• Parking spot close to campus
• Friendly, safe, quiet environment
• On site laundry facility

also was lined SS.000 and ordered to
continue treatment lor his hum
injuries. Bowe will remain free unlil
a place al the federal penilentiarv al
Butner, N (\. becomes available
Two years ^'r'". Bowe went to
lud) Bowe's Charlotte home and
threatened her with a knife, handcuffs, duel lape and pepper spray I le

We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.00 - $10.00 per hour

1 -800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Campus!

We Also Have
Lemnglon. KV
Lima/Bucyrus
Cleveland! AshlaixXCanion/Erie
Cincinnati/Kentucky
Mansfield/Ashland

Facilities in Other Cities, Call
1-800-933-3575
DaytorVSpnnglield
1-800-8940529
Delro.1
1 -800-6740880
PillsOurgh
1 800-288-4040 West Virginia
1-800 894 0529
Soulheasl Ohio

Usl
1600283-5511
1-734 955-9094
1 -800-355-2732
1 -800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school and work
during summer break. We oiler Schedule Flexibility. Slan training NOW

a

Schedule an interview AS.A.P. Bring a Friend !

www.homecityice.com
NIWLOVE

GREENBRIAR, INC
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224E.W00STER
352-0717

■

NEWLOVK

■

NBWLOVK"

vehicle and set out foi his Forl
Washington Md . home.
Ai a restaurant in South Hill, Va .
lud) Bowe called her sister in North
Carolina, who guided police to the
restaurant, She was superficial!)
stahhed,
re ported I)
h>
Bowe
Mullen, however, said Tuesday he
concluded the wound was inflicted
negligently, not intentionall)

Before Mullen imposed the sentence, Bowe apologized to ihc court
and his family. "I hope I can get this
treatment so I can go on and be a
productive member ol society,*1 he
said in a barely audible voice
When the sentence was handed
down. Bowe showed no emulion.
but later he smiled broadly.

The City of Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation Department
will be interviewing for several seasonal maintenance
positions. Responsibilities vary and could include
mowing and turf management, softball field preparation, facility maintenance, aquatic complex maintenance and general grounds maintenance. Must be
eighteen and possess valid driver's license. Musi be
available to work up to forty hours per week for a pen od ol" no longer Hum April Through September.
Weekend, evening and overtime hours may be
required. Salary range (Pending council approval)
$7.00-$8.00per hour. Applications will be accepted at
the park office in Woodland Mall until positions are
filled. Questions can be directed to (419) 354-6223
Ext. 2H\. The City o( Bowling Green is an equal
opportunity employer.

NEWLOVE

$100 OFF

NEWIPVE
Rentals

-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS-

Time Is Running Out!

32": and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people)
3 bed'oom,furnished. Units have fireplaces,A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

2, 3, 5, 7A8

4

*

f

4.

• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close lo campus
• Units

CUE!Ni«IA«, INC.

#48 72 with AC and Fireplace

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
I

■ Two Bedroom Unfurnished
irtrrn
■Free Gas
ater & Sewer
■ Private
rking Lot
■Laundry acility
$495.00 Per Moi
for a 12
Month/Lease Plus lectric
A 9 Mo th Lease
$595.0

<*2s

Firrt Month's Total Rent *Limited Time
HURRY... Expires 313100
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-Spm • Saturday 9am-1 pm

CMENBRIAR, INC.

332 S.

MAIN

■ 352-5620

■ wvtnrv.newloverealty.com
3A01M3N

■3/»0-|*taM

■ 3AO-1M3N

■ 3A01M3N

224 E.Wooster , Bowling Green

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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Indians

Manuel has emergency colon surgery
THF. ASSOUATCU PRESS

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. — Charlie Manuel wailed his whole basehall career 10 manage in Ihe major
leagues. Now he'll run ihe Cleveland Indians from his hospilal bed.
The 56-year-old manager had
emergency colon surgery Monday
mghl and will be away from the AL
Central champions for at least a
week. The team said Tuesday doctors expect a full recovery.
'There will be no lasting effect
Irom this," general manager John
Hart said. "He'll be able to throw
batting practice, hit fungoes and do
all the things that Charlie wants to
do as a manager."
Manuel
had
eight
inches
removed from his colon after being
diagnosed with diverticulilis. Doctors found his colon had ruptured.
Manuel, who replaced Mike Hargrove as manager in November, has
had two heart attacks and open heart
surgery. He had cramps and stomach
pain since the weekend, taking ill
Friday night after a staff dinner. He
drove himself to Winter Haven Hospital on Monday.
"We knew he wasn't feeling real
good," Indians reliever Paul Shuey
said. "You just hope he's OK. We're
all Worried about him "
Hart said that after Manuel
returns he probably will need another two weeks before he's fully fit.
"You can knock four or five days
off that or Charlie will kick somebody's butt." joked bench coach
Grady Little.
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While Manuel is out. three men
will share the managing: Little,
third-base coach Jim Riggleman and
pitching coach Dick Pole Little
managed for 16 years in the minors
and Riggleman managed the Chicago Cubs for five year.
Still, Manuel will make the calls.
The Indians, who open their exhibi-

tion season Thursday, ore setting up
a video monitor .md VCR in
Manuel's hospital room so lie can
review game tapes
He will get ,i laptop computer,
allowing
broadcasts

him
ol

to download
Cleveland

live

spring

s'.uncs

•contunued from page 7
The Falcons have the second
fastest time in the MAC this season
in both the 200 and 400 medley
relay composed of freshman Tim
Early. Johnson, sophomore Kevin
Anderson and junior Andy Jenkins
It s the relays thai aren't at the
lop that Julian is the most anxious to
see In ihe 400 and 800 free relay,
the Falcons are toward the bottom of
Ihe lisl for lop times of ihe season.
"We're going to need some of our
free relays to really step up," Julian
said "We need to perform. The 400
lrec| has to do better than it has the
last Iwo years and Ihe 800 |free] has
to excite us Those are critical events
ir us "
Olher Falcons who could score
some valuable points include Early
in the 100 backstroke and Jenkins in
Ihe 50 free.
Despile only in his first year.
Early is also nghi al Ihe lop in the
00 backstroke. Early posted a lime
ol 51.38, the second fastest time in
Ihe conference Ihis season. Despite
ihe big weight being put on the
KMing freshman's shoulders, he does

not feel pressure.
"I feel pretty good about what I
can do.'" Early said. "I was surprised
about my senior year in high school
how I did. I just wanted to come into
college and do the best that I could

do."
Associated Press Photo
MANUEL—Indians manager Charlie Manuel talkes to the Alomar
brothers during spring training. Manuel had colon surgery and
will be out for at least a week.

Jenkins holds ihe third fastest
lime in the MAC in ihe 50 free this
season at 20.94. BG will have to"
count on its lone diver Kris
Waechter for points also. Waechler
has recorded the 13th best score in
Ihe one-meter and the 11th best
score in ihe three-meter boards

Campus Events

City Events

Travel

Looking (or a Summer Job?
Come to Ihe Off-Campus Student Center
and get ready lor summer!
•How lo work BGSU's Summer Job &
Internship Fair
Monday, March 13. 12.30-1.30pm
Free Refreshments!
Sponsored by Career Services and Ihe
Off-Campus Studenl Center
Division ol Student Affairs

Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Carl Wolf Studio is on campus this week
through Wednesday. If you still have nol
been photographed please call 372-8634
to schedule an appointment Portraits will
be taken Irom t0am-6pm m 28 West Hall
This is the final lime our photographers
will be in Bowling Green Ihis school year.

GO DIRECT! »l Internet-based company
offenng WHOLESALE Spnng Break pack
ages! Guaranteed Lowest Price! 1-800367-1252 www.spnngbreakdirecl com
MYRTLE BEACH, SC
SPRING BREAK- $75 & UP
www retreatmyrtlebeach com
1-800-645-3618

Senior Portraits
Schedule Online
Carl Woll Studio is now on campus (or Ihe
linal time this year. Schedule your
appointment on-line at
www.carlwolfstudio.com
Username bowlinggreen
Password 0037
Or call 372-8634. Portraits taken from
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall. Session ends
Wednesday

oC

The CIDCU is tickng....

Time is running autf
Register for summer courses at

e* i?K

Bowling Green State University

BGSU

is the answer for:
i Credit courses
1

Special workshops
Education Abroad
opportunities

Check) out the
summer catalog
for a complete
list of all courses

To register ca

STAR-90,
372.8966
For online information
about summer deadlines,
dates and registration
information see:
www.bgsu.edu/colleges/
ContEd/html/summer.html

For more information
call Continuing Education,
International and
Summer Programs,

1372.8181

b-—

Keycodel 70100200

A week of chocolate bliss
beginning Monday 2/28
thru Friday 3/3
Great Tasting Fun!
Win Prizes Daily in all
Dining Halls!
m®
Enter Drawing
S£
for Cozy Fleece
Jackets!

von •

M

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

KKG * SAE * KKG
Gentlemen thank you for the night spent
in high society. As always, it was
wonderful!
KKG ■ SAE " KKG

Barry's Bagels now hiring counter help
3rd shift Contact Suzie at 354-0011.
Xil Xil Xil Xil XQ XQ XQ XQ
.. Houseboy needed ASAP. Contact
Heather at 372-3307 it interested.
Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Student organizations earn $1.00-S2.000
with the easy campustundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are tilling
quickly, so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com, (888) 923-3238
or visit yvww.campusfundraiser.com
Marathon Special Products
Local manufacturing company seeking individuals willing to work 3rd shift. We offer
an excellent physical work environment.
Part-time production positions available.
The positions offer a minimum of 12 and
maximum of 20 flexible hours per week.
Could work into a full time position for
summer. Wages starling at S7.22 per
hour plus shift premium. Applicant must
be a non-tobacco user. Qualified applicants can apply at Marathon Special
Products, 13300 Van Camp Road, Bowling Green, Ohio between the hours of
8:30am and 3;00pm Monday through Fnday. EOE/M/F/H/DWV.
Office Cleaning, evenings,
During spring break 12-15 hrs. per week,
Own transportation required.
Call 352-5822.
Person's" needed to work with autistic
child in my Oregon home. Evenings & extended summer hours. 419-693-7869.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Counselors to coach ail sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, ropes. BMX, mountain bike, golf,
water-skt. 888-844-8080 or apply
www.campcedar.com

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work pan-lime, lull-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum ol 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of sen/ice with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
'
PUT-IN-BAY
Help wanted lor Ihe 2000 season:
event staff-personnel
cocktail people, bar backs, security,
sound tec & stage lighting personnel,
Chef's, short order cooks. Housing
available lor all jobs. Spend a summer at
the bay.
The Beer Barrel Saloon
■
419-285-BEER
Summer Work lor Students
Men willing to learn and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out lor the summer until the end
of August. Work consists of operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring.
laying out and painting game lines and art
work And applying gym floor finishes. We
will thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8.00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch
419-385-5814 or fax resume to
419-385-6483.
Talented, take-charge person for infant
unit and day-care center. 2pm-6pm available Call 878-4190 for more information.
Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
$6.00/hr. gua'anteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police
impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19.9%. For*,
listings call 1-800-319-3323 oxl. 4558.

Personals

Personals
• \oii • \i ■ Mm

Thanks to our Anchor Splash coaches
Heather and Lauren!
We had a blast'
Delta Sigma Pi
Good luck on Review I!
I know you'll do great!
You're making me proud.
-Your Big. Jessi
'I'M • 41 ' 4>M ' \I - "I'M ' M
The women ol Phi Mu would like to thank
the Delta Gamma's for an awesome
Anchor Splash!
'I'M ' Al ' 'I'M ' \|-<I>M • 41 ''I'M
KKG • 0 Tau D • KKG
The Kappas say thank you to the Delts for
the singled oul tea We had so much lun!
KKG • D Tau D - KKG
LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS
PAID Summer Internships
I
>r Sr Educ. Soc Wk, Rec, Bus.
IPC. Hist. Psych. Environ, Graphic
Design. Jour or others to work at
NonProM Orgs Apply @ Co-op &
Intemsh.;
10 St Svcs. Bldg
372-2451 Deadline March 3!1

AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII
Come meet the sisters of AOII as we
cook out and have a picnic!
Tonight at the house from
8:00-8:45 4 9:00-9 45
Hope to see you there!
AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII
Senior Portraits
Schedule Online
Cart Wolf Studio is now on campus for the
final time this year. Schedule your
appointment on-line at
www.carlwoltstudio.com
Username: bowllnggreen
Password 0037
,
Or call 372-8634 Portraits taken from
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall. Session ends
Wednesday.
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Carl Wolt Studio is on campus this week
through Wednesday. If you still have not
Been photographed please call 372-8634
to schedule an appointment. Portraits will
be taken from 10am-6pm in 28 West Hall
This is the final time our photographers
will be in Bowling Green this school year.
Worried about pregnancy??
Baa Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Carina. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■i

Wanted
1-4 summer sublease's needed. Lg.
house. 311 N. Prospect. Call Marcia. Nikki or Jessica at 353-3539
2-3 subleasers (or May-Aug., $1807mth ♦
utilities, own bedroom, Campbell Hill, spa-

cious, Call Beth 353-691B.
Smr. sublsrs needed tor house less than
2 blocks from campus. May 7 thru Aug
14 No deposit Call 353-2402 for more
info.
Suhleaser need ASAP lor Fox Run. For
more details, call at any time, 352*1476.
Sublease' needed
1 bdrm apt. security deposit paid
May 00 or Aug 00-May 01. 354-0458
Subleasers needed 5/15-8/15.
2 bdrm house w/ screened in porch
PETS OK! Call 352-3066
Summer subleasers wanted. 2 bedroom,
2 bath, call 352-7443.

FINALLY!

Help Wanted

Happy 21st

400 Counselors/Instructors needed1 Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan,_B00-488-432l www.lohikan.com.
Aspiring Writers
Intorm, Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell, Ask, Vent, Change
an online college community
email earn ©maincampus com
S25 per article!

Birthday From
Your Friends
At Tiio

BG News!

TH-Z
IH-E t\7-T£C
A;
;
UniOUt "cXXCA* ClAlilHt

■

PARTIES $150

DON'T FORGET
AMNESIA |
WEDNESDAY'S ;

WEDDINGS $300

Unlimited Hours!!!

$2.50 REGULAR !
MARGARITAS j
BEST IN TOWW

Parties of all
types include:

Pager:
(419) 486-0787
Operations
Manager
Gary Collier

All discounts with studtnt ID.

Class Reunions •
Graduations •
•Proms •

MM
Tfc
Travel

Mnu Motorists Association is currently accepting applicaploymeni opportunities at the following AAA Travel
Lshtabula, Mentor, Norwalk, Ravenna, Parma, Rocky
eland [I 55thi South Marginal Rd.)
customer service and communication skills,
ipp
and willingness to work 40-1
It you have familiarity with U.S. geography
VNI >/< )R previous retail/sales experience and
we'd like to hear from you, We'll provide paid

II

general -

4

-^OWrVTOWrV-

CORNER OF WOOSTER & MAIN
353-2505

A/P Clerk

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

(~^

«

<

■ selected sial
II you re interested m .i steady job over summer break, please call
\\\ Ohio Motorists Association lluinau Resource Department. An
employment application will be mailed to you: 216-606-6129.
I qua! Opportunity Fmploycr

BG mfg. company is in
search of an A/P Clerk for
a temporary project. A/P
experience a must.
Responsibilities include
matching invoices, receipt
reports and maintaining
receipt files. $9.50/hr.

THINKING ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?
Advanced Personnel can help shape your
future whether you are graduating or still
a student. Working with our prestigious
corporate clients on break or when you
complete your degree will give you the
corporate experience needed to get
ahead. We specialize in full time and
temporary placement in the Chicagoland
area 888-A-CAREER
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
acareer@advancedQfOup.com
Scioto Country Club in Columbus, Ohio is
now hiring for the following
summer positions:
Pool, snack stand, lifeguards.
Please contact Laura Watson for more
information (614) 486-4341.
Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful Lakefront Yachting Club
Seeks Friendly Team Players.
Will Train Oualified Candidates as:
Servers

Bussers
Host/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Receptionist/Computer
Line Cooks/Banquet Prep
Sailcamp Counselors
Banquet Coordinator
Snack Bar Supervisor/Attendants
Sail Camp Counselors
Incentive Programs/Flexible Hrs
Excellent Pay
Interview now for best positions
Wednesday Ihru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dr.
Rocky River, OH 44116
(440)333-1155
Ask for Kathy/Marc

Call or send resume for
an appointment to:

FREE TRAINING

Accountants Inc.
One SeaGate, Suite 1000
Toledo, OH 43604
Phone: 419-247-2111
Fax: 419-247-2150

• ND Experience Needed
• Company Training Provided
• Flexible Hours
• Best retail Wages in Town Plus
Mileage
• Fas) Track Program for Those
Seeking Management

jganse@accountantsinc.com
EOE

NEED IMMEDIATELY

Too many customers-not enough dancers
No exp. necessary, will train. FT/PT
419-476-6640
UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
SUMMER RESIDENTIAL
COMPONENT
June 24-August 5, 2000
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
RESIDENTIAL AIDES
Minimum sophomore classification.
Preference given to individuals with
experience in Residence Life Should not
be enrolled in classes during the second
summer session.
Room, board, and salary.
INSTRUCTORS
Bachelors degree required in the
selected course of instruction
(Mathematics, English, Science, History,
Foreign Language, or Fine Arts).
Instruction Monday through Friday.
Class time blocks are ninety minutes.
Must have flexible schedule during the
morning or early afternoon hours.
Non-residential. Salary based on
qualifications.
All applicants must submit an unofficial
transcript with application.
Applications are available in Ihe
College Park Office Building

Room 37
Due March 31.2000

For Sale
1992 Pontiac Grand Am. 4 door, good
condition $2,200. 353-5365.
1993 Toyola Camry, Exc. cond.. blck
w/mnrf, AC, pwr drs & win.. CD plyr.. auto
tran. 133,000 mi., $5300 419-297-3407.
3 10' Rockford Fosgate Punches in an
enclosed box. 600 watt California Menace
AMP 4 gage power wire, RCA cables and
speaker wire. All brand new, only one vehicle. 6 months old S400.00. Call Chad
354-0241.
3 mini-Schnauzer puppies, AKC, $350.
353-2341.
83' Ford Ranger Pickup
CD Player. New Motor
$950. 352-0944

SALES ASSOCIATE

www.bgsu.edu/recsports
FACILITY HOURS
Spring Break 200(1 Hours

91

Student Rec Center
March i
7:00am -10:00pm
March 5
Closed
March! 10 11:00am S:00pm
March .1
Closed
March 12:
Noon-11:00pm

REC SPORTS EMPLOYMENT
Look for Lifeguard &
Aerobic Instructor
applications available
beginning Monday,
13 in the SRC Main
J
Office.
JW*^

Perrj I kid House

March4 12: Closed

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

I lave .i safe and happj Spring Break!

Vertical Adventures

SPECIAL EVENTS

Climbing Trip to Columbus, OH
Sunday, April 2,2i)(Hi from 8 30am-ti 00pm
Vertical Adventures has ovei 5.000
square feet of climbing surface This

Yoga Class
Student Rec (enter Dance Room
M.uvh 23-April 27. 2000
Thursdays from 4:00pm 5:00pm
Program
Information
i1 ,i

Student] $15
Rec Spora Mcmben
'"""VE

Participant Limit

trip will provide beginners with .in

opporiuniiy to try their primate
climbing skills Participants will be
introduced to rock climbing
equipment, techniques ami safe!)
issues li vou have always wanted to
try climbing, now is youi chance!
ftogram Information
Strenuous
• Cost: $30 (stud
Sports members)
COM

liklm!e» franunruiion, ■
cl.mt.mg

NEVER
WORK
n xc II
AGAIN!

OUTBACK0
Is Now Hiring:

full day of

Entry Deadlines.
n's Innertube Water Polo
oio\
Entries due Mar. I
Men's f> Women's
Indoor Soccer
entries due Mar. 15

Hi

Apply at:
Shastar Rent & Own
Foodtown Plaza, 1080 S. Main. St
Bowling Green
I ID

Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

Hi

Typical Store Hours
Mon-Thurs
')am-7pm
Friday
9am-8pm
Sal
°am-5pm

STEAKHOUSE

.('jut i.Mini n

•

(Full Time Position)

V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
yj Paid Vacations
N Health/Dental
Insurance
. Employee Stock
Option Plan

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person

Mori. - Fri. 2-4
For more info about any of these programs,
please call 172-2711 or email recreate&bgnet.

Co-Rec Broomball
entries due Mar. 16
Call th« IM otfl<:« for dctai
If hand-4j«lrvcr(ng. due by 3 OOpm to 130 Pcrrg Field
House If sending electronically, due by noon

V

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

Management Inc.
llillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview,
1-2 bedroom, 9 1/2 - 12 mo.
Lease- Start at S380.
(all 353-5800

/Cf|fcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios 1 bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts al $250
Call 353-8800

Management Inc.
(Ireenbeaver Apt. 642 S College
2-.' bdrm: Allows pels (extra $)
starting ai $460
Call 353-581111

$995/mo Call 354-6036
www.wcnet.org/-Highland
'"Apts, Large & Small Houses
all close to campus Still Available.
Houses 916 3rd St 6 bdrm. incl. util
211 E Reed St up new carpet
normally lor 5-6
211 E. Reed St. Dn. lor 3
326 Leroy Up or Dn. both
1 bedrm. starts 350
307 1/2 E Reed St 3 bdrm lor 3
W/D in unit garage, starts in May/00
ApJl Avail on 9,12 or 15 pmt. lease
316 & 311 E. Merry 1 or 2 bdrm. apt low
as 425.00 mo. lurn & AC also
Rooms 205 Mo ind util.
t semester leases avail.
Listing avail. 24 hrs at oflice
316 E. Merry 3 or call
353-0325/9am-9pm
•"Large. 6 BR, 2 fir house, close to campus, incl. all utilities, 2 lull baths, furnished, new ktch. fir, carpet, parking lot, rool
and will be painted in lull by start ol new
lease Interested call 353-0325
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May ol 2000
352-7454
1 bdrm. house on E. Wooster $150
month plus util. Call 353-3239 or 513-"
777-9838.
1 subleaser (or now-Aug. on E. Merry.
$280.'mlh. Contact Amanda at 353-0725.
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
11730 Sugar Ridge-3 miles Irom town,
large, clean, modern. 2 bdrm. Twinplexgrge, dshwr. garbage disposal, Irg yard,
S575/mth 868-3035.
2 bdrm. apt. 8th St. Partially (urn. Dishwash. AC. ASAP. S450 mo. Leave message 354-5400.
230 & 234 S. College houses-2 bdrms.
each, big yards, hardwood lloors. 1 blck
Irom campus. 12 mth leases, S750 and
$675 mth each 868-3035.
Across St Irom campus. 1318 E. Wooster, 3 BR house. May lease, Call 3529392.
Apartment lor Rent
1 or 2 subleasers. Fox Run Apts
352-1476 call Jeremy
Apartments 352-3445
2 bdrm lurn 704 Filth St.
1 bdrm. (grad studentsi 601 Third
2 bdrm. unlurn. (yr. lease) 710 7th.
Apts. lor 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only

Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls alter 8pm
Avail. Aug. 15, 2000. Close to Univ. Yr's
lease. 3 bdrm. house, $650 plus util. Call
686-4651.
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St gdhov@wcnet org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/lree heal.
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/lree heat.
W/D lacil.. AC, parking/walk-in closet.
lurn /unlurn renovated, quiet. No pets.
Houses lor rent: All 12 month leases, tenants-pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm-2 BR, $475/mo. avail. May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR. $600 "avail. May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
alter 5:00pm.
Looking lor a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move oil campus!
Summer subleasers needed at 120 N.
Prospect "4 w/2 BDR, very spacious,
nexttoBW3 352-9523
UCF has community houses for rent,
three students per house. $120 per student Irom May to August. $220 per student Irom August to May. Call 352-7534

■•■•I

HIGHLAND)

MANAGEMENT

HO E Washington Street H'twling Green

354-6036
Graduate Student Housing
Avail. Now & Fall
Jan-Mar Apartments
2 bedroom Apts.
S475/mo.

Furnished & Unfurnished
803 - 815 8th St. / Aval.Now & Fall

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
I bdrm BRAND NEW
Staris at $400
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12 mo. lease
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry faculties
in Wag., a/c. quiet.
From $395/mo.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C,
on-sile laundry, ceramic tie.
soundprool construction, skylights
dsnwasriers, vaulted ceilings

From $450/mo.
Management Inc.
Slop b) »»ir office .ii 1045 V Mitin SI

(Just a few minutes from BGI
Take 1-475W to Pussel-turn right.)

Fantastic Rural Setting
Spacious 3 * BR. rural setting recently
upgraded city services,
W/D, gas heat, Grad./Prof. pref.

12 mo. lease

401 W. Dussel Koad
Mauraee, OH 43537

For Rent

r« i

pldc bung n r.iii .*5.»-580o.
MMH.wi.K'l.urg/-.m'tca

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5

Take a virtual tour at:
www.wcnet.oig/-Highland

